
Reunions Paideia 2013
Wednesday, 12 June 2013

1pm ETC 211 – New Job Skills: Linked In, Online Resumes, Blogs

LinkedIn.com is a popular social networking site for professionals and job seekers, allowing one to create an online resume and interact in a 
variety of ways. This session will go over the basics of creating a Linked In resume and explore other career development tools on the 
Internet such as blogs and Twitter. Please know your Reed IRIS login credentials.  With Rory Bowman '90

3pm ETC 211 – Basic Blogging with WordPress.com

WordPress is a company, a free service and simple-to-use software for creating web sites. This class will explain what "blogging" is and use 
free WordPress.com accounts to teach the basics of the program, so folks can use it to create and publish personal or professional content 
online. Please know your Reed IRIS login credentials. With Rory Bowman '90

3pm Gray D – Post-Reed Drug Regulation

It's not a drug until the FDA says it's a drug. How current drug regulations evolved. With Ron Sato '68

7pm Gym 1 – Juggling!

A Reed Experience Since 1979 with Stuart Celarier, '83, Reed College PE juggling instructor, and founder of the Portland Juggling Festival

Come learn to juggle. Or learn again. Or learn a new trick. Or have some fun watching other folks. Drop in anytime between 7 and 9 p.m. 
Equipment is provided. No experience necessary. Ball juggling, club juggling, passing, unicycle, poi, staff, rolling globe, and miscellaneous 
object manipulations: it's all good. This is the regular weekly juggling time for Reed College and the Portland Jugglers. Beer manipulation 
afterward, location TBD. 

7pm Chapel – Reunions Paideia Welcome and Discussion

Reunions Paideia is an experiment this year, so we would like to discuss where we think it is going, discuss this baby program, and get 
feedback on what sorts of things alumni would like to see around an event such as this.

Thursday, 13 June 2013

9am Gray B – Motivation 101 for Parents

Bring your motivational challenges to share and learn what psychology has to say about it. After gathering a set of challenges, Don will 
present you with a framework for understanding motivation. Then the class will use the framework to collectively problem solve to help you 
with your challenges. The instructor spent over 20 years leading and caring for children of all ages in a variety of settings other than the 
formal classroom including home schooling other people's kids. He returned to complete his thesis on the patterns of motivation in two 
alternative schools here in Portland. With Don Berg '12

9am Gray C – Therapeutic Journal: Stepping Stones and Context

Structured journal writing can offer many of the benefits of psychotherapy or enhance other therapeutic techniques. First in a series, this 
session uses Ira Progoff's "stepping stone" exercise to begin exploring life context.

9am Gray D – Live (Moderately) Hard, Die Old and Healthy
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Live (Moderately) Hard, Die Old and Healthy. Calorie Restriction and other (more?) Practical Approaches to Health and Life Extension with 
Dave Brauer ‘83

Calorie Restriction has been proven to extend lifespan in organisms ranging from yeast, to worms, fruit flies, mice, rats, and dogs.  
Understanding of this phenomena has progressed from simple observation to an ever broadening knowledge of the mechanisms underlying 
it.  Recent studies of Macaque monkeys have been mixed, but a small group of human beings, including your lecturer have been practicing 
CR for many years with excellent results.  Recent research suggests that a number of other practices, such as fasting a couple of days a week, 
which may be easier, can also have beneficial, life-and health-enhancing effects. This class will review the current science, report on the 
lecturer's experiences and results, and offer recommendations that seminar participants may incorporate into their own health and life 
extension programs

10:30 am Gray C – Therapeutic Journal: Dialogue Explorations

This session uses dialogues in journal-writing to explore problem areas or interesting life circumstances through personification, as 
demonstrated historically by Benjamin Franklin and Carl Jung, then popularized with the Intensive Journal Method.

10:30 am Gray D – Rewiring the Brain: Mental Illness Recovery

Rewiring the Brain: A Recovery Model for Mental Illness, or "What I did after my brain crashed” with Willa Goodfellow '75

Meds are not enough. This presentation bridges the worlds of doctors and people who go to them, and describes the neuroscience of non-
pharmaceutical treatments for mental illness.

1pm Gray B – Career Speed Dating

A career-exploration experiment using the techniques of "speed dating." Folks who have made solid career changes within the past 5–15 
years or so are on the perimeter with folks looking to explore career changes on the inside. At a signal, "stables" hold position as "shoppers" 
move to talk briefly and explore how that happened for 5–10 minutes, before the new signal to move on. Stables will please prepare a 
paragraph on their change to be read at the beginning of the event. Everyone, please bring business cards.

3pm Gray C – Business Planning for Beginners

The phrase "business plan" terrifies many, who fear this as an arcane term paper created in hopes of enchanting a lender. Real business 
plans are living documents, which help you more precisely conceive and execute any financial project. Beginning with five index cards and 
some context, we'll explore how to think about business planning to improve your chances of success in more than business.

3pm Gray D – Biosimilars: Prospects to Lower Medicare Costs

Clinical trials required by European regulators to compare biosimilar products with corresponding biologic brands are surplus to requirements and may 
even be a barrier for the development of biosimilars of more complicated biologics.

Friday, 14 June 2013

9am Gray C – Therapeutic Journal: Period Exploration

Our lives are complex things, which may be divided into different periods, each of which included a variety of other complex things in 
various areas: people, circumstances, physicality, work projects, or spiritual aspects. This session will use journal-writing to methodically 
collect and resurrect material from earlier life stages as a way of reconnecting and integrating it with current circumstances.

10:30 Gray C – Therapeutic Journal: Revisitings

We'll use writing techniques to recall, capture and salvage pieces of our lives forgotten, dropped, or abandoned with the goal of revisiting 
them to explore or restore a previous part of of ourselves. Various techniques to capture and catalog these: maps, lists, webs, images, and 
vignettes, which combine exploration with archeology for greater health.
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1pm Winch  - “Death Cafe” Discussion

The "death cafe" movement aims to create spaces in our culture for people to address and explores issues related to mortality: our own and 
those of loved ones. Frank and authentic discussion on mortality, grieving, and more. (The Death Café is a global movement inspired by a 
Swiss sociologist, popularized by a British web developer, and now covered in this country by NPR, Huffington Post, and USA 
Today among others.) With Holly Pruett '85

2:15 pm Parker House – Reed Values in the Non-Reed World

It's not easy being Reed. And it's not easy being a Reedie. The Class of '73 invites others to join them in a reception and a casual discussion 
about life outside of the 100-acre wood that we know and love.

(Please park in designated college parking lots and use the crosswalk at the intersection of SE Woodstock Boulevard and SE 28th Avenue. 
Parking is prohibited on the neighborhood streets of SE Woodstock Boulevard and SE Moreland Lane, which is for use by Moreland Lane 
residents only.)

2 pm, Psych 103 – Reed Calligraphy Scriptorium

Please join us for a special Reunions Scriptorium. Starting in September 2012, students, staff, faculty, and alumni have been participating in 
the revival of Reed's calligraphy tradition by attending the Reed Scriptorium. These weekly, extracurricular class sessions provide practice 
and instruction in the art of beautiful writing for all levels of experience—no previous experience is necessary and materials are also 
provided. Scriptorium is organized by Gregory MacNaughton ’89, education outreach and Calligraphy Initiative coordinator of the Douglas 
F. Cooley Memorial Art Gallery. Founded by Cooley Director Stephanie Snyder '91, the Calligraphy Initiative was made possible by a 
generous alumni donation in honor of Lloyd J. Reynolds.

2:15 pm Gray BCD – Act II Career Panel and Networking

Ready to write a book? Run for public office? Leave your public service job of 20 years to get a PhD in art history? Join us for a Pau Hana 
Friday to explore the options for the second part of your career. Taking our lead from Pele, Goddess of creative power, passion, and purpose, 
we invite you to consider the possibilities for the second half of your career. (It's a little known fact that the Greek Gods regularly retreated to 
the Mauna Kea to consider their career options.) In addition to providing light pupus and a no-host bar, we've organized a panel of alumni 
who have successfully navigated a significant change in their careers. There will be an opportunity to discuss topics with like-minded 
alumni, such as balancing family and work, spicing up one's occupation, and considering something new and different. Join us for an 
afternoon of celebration, contemplation and rejuvenation. Mahalo.

3pm  Winch – Alumni Memorial Discussion

Most Reed alumni are alive, but not forever. How, as alumni, do we want to remember our friends or be remembered at the college after our 
deaths? Planting trees and putting up plaques is mathematically impossible, so what is a rational and sustainable way to honor and 
memorialize our dead? A general discussion to begin exploring these issues at Reed College.

3pm Eliot 216 – Writing to Remember

Longtime teacher of creative writing, Monica Wesolowska ’89 is the author of the recent memoir, Holding Silvan: A Brief Life. As reviewers 
have consistently pointed out, though the topic of losing a child may be sad, “only a writer with Wesolowska's enormous talents could 
render her tale with such intelligence and grace, bracing honesty and even humor.” (Boston Globe.) In this class, Monica will give a brief 
reading from her memoir, talk about the process of writing it, and give a series of writing prompts to participants to get their own memories 
flowing. “All you need,” she says, “is the right detail to bring a memory to life.” And, of course, you need to bring a pen and paper to write 
those details down. With Monica Wesolowska ’89

Saturday, 15 June 2013

9am ETC 211 – Google Docs for Business Planning
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Google Docs is a collaborative online tool for working with texts, spreadsheets and slide presentations. Explore how Google Docs can be 
used as a business-planning tool, individually or for small groups and non-profits.

1pm Eliot 216 – A Hard Place to Get Out Of: Healing Reed

Reed is a hard place to get into, Gary Snyder ‘51 once observed, and a hard place to get out of. An opportunity to frankly discuss "post-Reed 
stress disorder," and how it can be healed for a more positive relationship with your choices and past. If you experienced nausea at the 
thought of returning to campus or still have anxiety dreams about exams or graduation, this might be a good place for you to share that with 
other survivors.

1pm Chapel – When Type A’s Retire

Don Asher '83, author and career expert, presents on what happens when hard-driving careerists hang up their hats. Pre-retirees spend 
millions of dollars planning the financial side of their later years, but invest very little effort into considering what will actually make them 
happy. Asher will explain how we manufacture meaning and attitudes about work and leisure, how the energy of Type A people can be 
redirected, and he'll share some surprising stories of success and radical transformation.

Sunday, 16 June 2013

10am Chapel – Sunday Mourning and Remembrances

An opportunity for alumni to remember our dead, quietly reflecting or sharing remembrances after checking out and before going home.


